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TURN ON THE POWER OF YOU.
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F I T  I N T O  S U M M E R . 
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“The Power of You” puts my future into my own hands! 
Robin Shelby, Facebook

Last night I played with my son for an hour and a half 
past his bedtime. I was amazed at how much energy I 
had without feeling groggy or rundown and I owe it all 
to 2 scoops of Reliv Now!  
kmooreberg, Instagram (Katie Moore)

With Reliv you can have it all: health, financial freedom, 
time and family freedom by making a difference for so 
many others.  
Alem Dinka, Reliv Blog

Don’t settle for fine! Feel GREAT every day with  
Reliv nutrition!  
@stayingactive

We’ve found the rewards of Reliv to be many: the 
opportunity for financial freedom and complete control 
over our time, improved health and a chance to be part 
of something bigger than ourselves.  
Robert Brewer, Facebook

Digging up the back yard and planting grass. Last year 
I couldn’t walk around the block without assistance! 
#Reliv #LunaRichX  
@living4_thebest

In about 7 months because of Reliv I will walk away 
from my corporate job of many years. I am so excited 
about what the future holds for me with this company. 
Nedra Smith, Reliv Blog

This summer I will 

be attending my first 

Reliv International 

Conference! I am  

excited to meet and 

establish new  

friendships with  

people I have known 

only by phone since 

starting this journey! 

Jan Mengel

 
do you want to be first?

Share your comments on these social  
networks and you could be featured  

in the next Lifestyle: reliv.com/blog      facebook.com/reliv      twitter.com/reliv      pinterest.com/reliv     youtube.com/relivinternationalreliv.com/24k 
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The statements contained in this material have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The personal testimonials shared reflect individual experiences of 
Independent Reliv Distributors and are not necessarily typical of the results you may obtain. Reliv products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.  

As with any independent business, success as a Reliv Distributor requires a significant amount of hard work and dedication. The individuals featured in this material offer a 
glimpse into the lifestyle and economic benefits they are enjoying through the Reliv opportunity as a result of their own skills and personal effort. These stories are examples 
only and are not intended as averages or guarantees. 
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It’s All About YOU 
By Ryan Montgomery, President

Reliv empowers people to take control of their lives. That’s 
what we do. It’s the vision that launched the company in 
1988 and continues to fuel our progress today. Every effort 
is targeted toward one central goal: helping YOU, our 
Distributors, lead healthy, self-directed and meaningful lives. 
And we’ve been very busy with those efforts in 2015. 

Some highlights so far this year:

•   New Opportunity Presentation Suite to help YOU  
 share Reliv

•   New LunaRich X™ encapsulation line to ensure YOU get  
 the highest quality nutrition possible

•   New mobile-ready personal websites to allow YOU to  
 take your business anywhere you go

•   Renewed focus on the Reliv business opportunity,  
 including Master Affiliate Training Schools, live webinars  
 and a new online business portal, to give YOU what you  
 need to succeed

Whatever we create at HQ — the tools, training and  
technology — is for YOU to advance your organizational  
output and reach. YOU are the messengers of the Reliv vision 
to the world. 

No one gets healthier with Reliv nutrition until they hear 
about it from YOU. No one becomes a Reliv entrepreneur 
until YOU tell them about our business opportunity. No one 
gets to spend more time with their kids, get out of debt, buy 
a new house or travel the world thanks to Reliv until YOU ask 
them, “Have you heard about Reliv?”     

Many of you understand this and are taking action. This year 
we’re seeing more new Distributors, more Master Affiliates 
and more rank advancements. I challenge you to tap into the 
Power of YOU and achieve your dreams by helping other 
people achieve theirs. 

The year’s almost half-over, but we’re not even close to half-
done. Get ready for an amazing weekend together on August 
6-8 at International Conference. I can’t wait to personally wel-
come you to the BBQ party at Reliv HQ.

See you in St. Louis!

Every effort is targeted 

toward one central 

goal: helping YOU, 

our Distributors, lead 

healthy, self-directed 

and meaningful lives.

Register today at:  
relivinternationalconference.com

Ryan and Robert L. Montgomery enjoy a Reliv 
party on the beach in Paraíso Maya, Mexico  
(see page 6-7).
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Reliv recently took 70+ Distributors to the white 
sand beaches, stunning vistas and cultural riches 
of the Riviera Maya, Mexico. They spent four days 
and three nights at the Iberostar Paraíso Maya 
Resort in Playa Paraíso, a slice of paradise nestled 
between Cancun and Playa del Carmen. Like all 
Reliv trips, it was one they’ll never forget!

Paraíso

It was a perfect trip and we were spoiled from the minute we got on the plane —  

especially at the spa! The people from corporate were so friendly; they really care about us. They 

make great effort to be in tune with our needs. We worked hard for this trip and it was so worth it!  

Annette Wells, Holladay, UT

6
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The trip was fantastic. My favorite part was being with our Reliv family and getting  

a chance to spend a moment to celebrate our achievements together. I am relaxed,  

rejuvenated and ready to hit the ground running to tell more people about Reliv!  

Godfrey Osayamwen, Houston, TX

It was a fantastic trip! I’m newer to Reliv, so it was an honor to get to meet some of  

Reliv’s top leaders and have access to them. I was able to learn how they run their  

businesses and get some great tips.  

Cathy Harrington, Friedley, MN

7
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The new websites are mobile-ready, which 
means they adjust to fit the smaller screens 
of mobile devices, such as smart phones and 
tablets. Visitors to your site will see and  
experience your pages like you want them  
to — regardless of how they get there. 

Even better, you can perform key functions 
of growing your business on your device 
anytime, anywhere:

•  Deliver the Reliv  
 Opportunity Presentation

•  Show any of dozens of Reliv videos

•  Order products instantly

•  Sign up new Distributors on the spot

Learn how to make your business  
mobile through our video tutorial at  
reliv.com/personal-websites.

Make Your  
Business  
Mobile

 

Take Your Business Online

Order Now!
Just $15/month at reliv.com/pws

Attention MAs: Go online on us! 
All current Master Affiliates receive the Web Bundle 
FREE for 3 months. The special offer starts once you 
order the Web Bundle for the first time. Moving  
forward, all new MAs will get their first 3 months free. 

Reliv launched all-new, mobile-ready personal websites for Reliv Distributors.  
Now you can share Reliv and build your business online like never before!

Track, Manage and Grow
Your personal website is part of the Reliv  
Web Bundle. So along with your site you get  
Distributor Dashboard —immediate, 24/7  
access to information on all activity in your  
organization and online tools to manage and 
grow your business:

•  Track your organizational volume

•  Access detailed downline information,  
 including  contact info and business data

•  View alerts on downline activity — new  
 customers/Distributors/MAs, hot sponsors,  
 advancements, renewals due and more

•  Identify your Distributors’ renewal and  
 requalification statuses

•  Review and print standard reports

•  Build custom reports to suit  
 your needs

•  Generate individual or  
 group emails — up  
 to 100 email addresses  
 at a time!

8
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Your personal website

Built-in personalization 
Upload your photo, enter your  
contact info and write your  
own story.

Your own shopping cart  
Visitors you send to your site can make 
purchases instantly. Reliv ships the order 
and sends you the profit!

Online sponsoring 
Add new Distributors to your  
organization seamlessly!

Professional 
videos 
Dozens of our 
best videos, from 
LunaRich® info to 
inspiring health 
and business 
success stories.

Customizable content 
Select the main pages  
(up to 14 choices!) and products  
you want to feature.

The Reliv Story 
The most compelling aspects of Reliv’s 
products, business and lifestyle pack-
aged for you in ready-to-go web pages.
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my dreams

PAYCHECK = $0 savings

Slaying the Debt Monster
Seven in 10 American families are in debt. In other 
words, they live beyond their means, spending 
more than they earn. Using debt to purchase goods 
has become so common that many people simply 
accept debt as their reality.

If you’ve got reoccurring debt payments (auto, 
mortgage, student loans, etc.), you’ve already given 
away that much of your paycheck each month 
before you’ve even earned the money. It’s spoken 
for and you’ll never be able to use it to achieve your 
dreams. If you’re making payments on a credit card 
or student loan, it’s time to get serious about  
evicting these money pits from your family budget. 
And don’t be fooled into thinking that mortgages 
and car payments are “good” debt. Instead of  
concerning yourself with building a high credit 
score by making monthly payments, get these 
debts paid off and start to build a stockpile of  
actual money! 

An effective, proven way to make that happen is 
with the supplemental income you earn as a Reliv 
Distributor. Building an independent business 
that pays you month after month can help you 
demolish your debt and move you toward  
financial freedom. 

Come What May:  
Expect the Unexpected  
with a Rainy Day Fund
Our grandparents understood the importance of having  
an emergency fund for when times got tough. If you’re  
from a generation that survived an economic depression, 
you know how critical it is to have cash on hand for  
emergencies. We can learn a lot from their wisdom.

Rising medical costs push millions of American families into 
bankruptcy every year. According to Harvard University, 
medical bills resulting from a sudden accident or diagnosis 
are the number one cause of bankruptcy filings. In second 
place comes the layoff of a breadwinner in today’s volatile 
job market.

If you spend every dollar you make, you won’t be prepared 
for what tomorrow may bring. This is especially true for 
parents. Once you’ve cleared your debts, commit to saving 
a percentage of your income in a rainy day fund. Most  
financial experts recommend saving 3-6 months of your 
personal expenses to sustain you in case of a loss of income. 

Your Reliv business can provide the extra money to 
start building your rainy day fund and an independent 
source of steady income when you need it most. 

DEBT                     LIVING  

                              EXPENSES

1 in 5
AMERICAN ADULTS (56M PEOPLE)

WILL STRUGGLE TO PAY OFF MEDICAL BILLS THIS YEAR

From Surviving to Thriving:
                                                          HOW A SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE

10
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my dreams

PAYCHECK = $0 savings
Radical Generosity and  
Living with Passion
Imagine it just for a moment. You own your vehicles 
and home outright. Your student loans are gone, 
and you don’t owe any money to creditors. Your 
paycheck and Reliv income are yours to use as you 
see fit. It took work to get here, but now you can 
live a life uncommon! 

Make a list of all the things you’d do if you had  
additional income: the time freedom you could 
enjoy, the people you could help and the memories 
you could make with your family. Think of the  
difference you could make through the Reliv 
Kalogris Foundation! Seriously — make a list and 
refer to it every time you’re struggling to stay on 
course with your budget or with your Reliv busi-
ness. The steps you take today toward financial 
independence will pay big dividends tomorrow. 

Before Reliv, our debt kept us from taking  
vacations. With Reliv, we have traveled as a family 
to Germany, Austria, Paris, Canada, London and 
almost every US state. Every trip we’ve taken has 
been paid for by our Reliv income. Now we’re 
able to travel like we never could before! 

Denise Williams, Hendersonville, NC

On a recent trip to Spain, I was able to add on 
an extra excursion at the last minute to walk 100 
miles along the Camino Santiago. My Reliv busi-
ness gives me the income and time freedom to 
do things like this; I am my own boss so I didn’t 
have to ask for time off! And my Reliv nutrition 
regimen made it easy to keep up with the group. 

Ludy Furlong, Chicago, IL

We are debt-free because of Reliv and can travel 
to the West Coast and to the U.K. to visit our 
daughters anytime we want. In 2011, we were 
able to give back and go to Guatemala on a 
mission trip. And Reliv nutrition has given us the 
good health to enjoy this financial freedom. 

John & Annette Stegenga, Jarvis, Ontario

AMERICAN ADULTS (56M PEOPLE)

WILL STRUGGLE TO PAY OFF MEDICAL BILLS THIS YEAR

From Surviving to Thriving:
                                                          HOW A SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE

11
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Because of our Reliv business, my husband 
is leaving corporate America this summer 
and we’re moving to a new home in the 
beautiful mountains of Utah. We’re also 
paying for our daughter’s second college 
degree. We’re living our dreams! 

Mary Light 
Huntingburg, IN

We have a unique summer home on a 
private island on a lake in Maine where 
I’ve made Reliv phone calls to  
Singapore in my kayak! Reliv gives me 
the time and freedom to go anywhere 
and still have a business.

Sue Brusa 
Atkinson, NH

The energy we get from Reliv products 
will help us move from Mississippi to 
Texas this summer. The income from 
our business is supporting our family 
while my husband completes his Ph.D. 
studies in Dallas! 

Emily Soen  
Clinton, MS

I used to be confined to my house because 
of seasonal allergies; I could only dream of an 
active lifestyle. Today, my goal is to run a half 
marathon in every state and I’m making it hap-
pen. The power of Reliv lets me dare to dream 
and accomplish my crazy summer goals! 

Kecia Holder 
Enid, OK12
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We visit our two boys in Chicago and our 
daughter in Minneapolis every summer. 
When we’re together, we do a lot of bike 
riding, golfing, sightseeing, exploring and 
playing on the lake. Reliv helps us stay 
healthy and provides the kind of retirement 
we always wanted. 

Jan & Al Hagopian 
Racine, WI

This summer I’m training for a marathon! 
Reliv is my secret weapon. I am convinced 
that I would not be running marathons if I 
did not have Reliv. It keeps me from hitting 
the wall and helps speed up my recovery. 

Amy Thomas 
Murraysville, PA

I’ll be working my construction job in the 
heat this summer. Reliv products give me  
the energy for a full day on the construc-
tion site and the nutrition my body needs 
to recover and rebuild from the toll of hard 
work or injury. 

Doug Weber 
Stratford, Ontario

My husband used to live in Puerto 
Rico and hadn’t seen his family in 
years. We are going back there this 
summer thanks to the extra money 
we earned from the Top 10 Bonus. 
Reliv has opened up the possibility 
and the desire to travel. It gives us 
the freedom to celebrate life! 

Norma Carlozzi 
San Mateo, CA

After 50 cold winters in 
St. Louis, I decided I’d had 
enough. I sold my home, 
bought an RV, packed up the 
dog and hit the road. Now 
I can travel this beautiful 
country and work my Reliv 
business from wherever I 
might be! 

Donna Markham 
On the Road

Since LunaRich X™ came out, my mild 
foot problems rarely bother me. I’ll be 
going barefoot around our pool this 
summer — something I haven’t done 
in decades! 

Nancy Couch Nowak, MD 
Northville, MI

Reliv is helping me get fit for my  
summer wedding! I’m a new MA and my 
energy from these products is out of this 
world. We’re getting married in our back 
yard, so there is a lot of work to be done, 
but Reliv is keeping me going.

Tina Marie Pease 
Beavercreek, OH

We’ll be traveling to California, Idaho 
and Washington, and of course, to the 
Reliv International Conference in St. 
Louis! The freedom our Reliv business 
gives us makes it easy to enjoy every 
minute without having to rush back 
to a 9-to-5 job. We’re also funding our 
daughter’s dream wedding! 

Dee Ann Lucks 
Colorado Springs, CO

13
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RELIV 
GOES  
BACK TO 
SCHOOL

Power up your   

    home business  

  with Reliv Master 

Affiliate  Training 

Schools (MATS)

Follow this logic:
You want to build an INCOME producing asset: a Reliv business.

To do this, you ADVANCE in the Reliv Director Program, a  
recognition program that celebrates your business growth.

Advancement is based upon OVERRIDES. To advance, you must  
grow your override check.

Overrides are paid on volume generated by the  
MASTER AFFILIATES in your organization.

Logically then… you add Master Affiliates, you increase your income.

You see how this works? 
When you help people build their business to the Master Affiliate (MA) level, you 
help them maximize their earning potential. You also build a larger organization 
of MAs, which puts YOU in a position to earn higher overrides. That moves you 
forward in the Director Program, which ultimately results in your own income 
producing asset!

This is why Reliv is reinvesting in regular Master Affiliate Training Schools.  
Every 90 days, MATS give you the opportunity to learn useful business skills, 
taught by people who have built significant incomes in Reliv.

But that’s not all! 
Using MATS as a regular promotion in your Reliv business encourages people to 
keep going — to make one more call, deliver one more presentation, bring one 
more guest to that special event, give one more person a chance to hear the  
Reliv message. That’s the ongoing value of MATS: when YOU promote 
them, they are business-building machines!

Even if your area is not yet having a MATS event close by, keep helping people 
use the Master Affiliate position as a goal for their business. Reliv is looking for 
opportunities to expand this program — we just added another MATS location 
in June. As we see more action and more people reaching the MA level, we will 
add more schools. It’s that simple.

We are talking about so many things at June MATS — new promotions, new per-
sonal websites and new excitement leading up to our Power of YOU Conference. 
The fact is: YOU can use MATS this year to help build a better tomorrow. 

Let’s Go!

by Don Gibbons,  
Senior Vice President of US Sales

>
>
>
>
>

14
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RELIV NUTRITION SCIENCE

RELIV KALOGRIS FOUNDATION 20TH ANNIVERSARY

Reliv International Conference is the highlight of my year!  
It is the single best investment I make in my business.

ROBERT LAIRD, GARDEN GROVE, CA
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INSPIRING SUCCESS STORIES

VALUABLE NETWORKING

DISTRIBUTOR RECOGNITION
BUSINESS BUILDER WORKSHOPS

RELIV NUTRITION SCIENCE
EXECUTIVE PRESENTATIONS

RELIV KALOGRIS FOUNDATION 20TH ANNIVERSARY

BIG ANNOUNCEMENTS

FUN, FUN, FUN!
BARBECUE & TOUR AT RELIV HQ

Reliv International Conference is the highlight of my year!  
It is the single best investment I make in my business.

ROBERT LAIRD, GARDEN GROVE, CA

This summer I will be attending my first Reliv International Conference! I am excited  
to meet and establish new friendships with people I have known only by phone since 
starting this journey!

JAN MENGEL, WILLIAMSPORT, PA
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ESSENTIALS10
BUSINESS CARDS
This is the biggest Reliv networking 
event in the world. Be prepared to 
make key business connections. 

SMART PHONE
Join in the conference conversation  
on social media, and take lots of photos 
to share the experience when you  
get home. 

COMFORTABLE SHOES
With everything going on this weekend, 
you’ll be logging some serious steps. 
Don’t let anything slow you down. 

“POWER OF YOU” PORTABLE PHONE CHARGER
Win one of these by registering for conference 
and sharing the news on social media.  
Learn how at relivinternationalconference.com.

EXTRA BAG
When you purchase Reliv products on 
site, you save on shipping charges. Have 
a plan to bring it all home. 

RELIV GEAR
This is Reliv’s Super Bowl — don’t 
forget to wear your team colors. 
And be ready to shop for the latest 
gear at the Company Store. 

24K® DOUBLE-SHOTS
You will be learning straight 
from Reliv’s most successful 
Distributors. Stay energized 
and focused all day long  
with 24K.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ESSENTIALS

WORKOUT CLOTHES
Kick off every conference morning the 
healthy way and get fired up for the  
day ahead.

PARTY TICKET
Reserve your place at the weekend’s 
most popular event: the BBQ Party and 
Tour at Reliv HQ! Sign up now at  
relivinternationalconference.com

YOUR MILLION-DOLLAR SALES TOOL
Success in this business is all about add-
ing people to your list and telling them 
about Reliv. That’s how a simple note-
book can help you build a million-dollar 
business.  Conference will remind you 
of all the people you need to talk to and 
proven ways to reach out to them. Be 
ready to fill your notebook with names, 
notes and knowledge!

9

10

don’t do it!
‘

10 REASONS NOT TO GO TO  
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

1 >    You’ll burn through camera batteries  
 as you snap photos of all your  
 new friends.

2 >    You’ll ruin your handkerchief  
 with tears after you hear inspiring,  
 life-changing stories.

3 >    You’ll lose your voice from cheering  
 all the big announcements.

4 >    You’ll feel sorry for all your friends  
 who didn’t make the trip. 

5 >    You’ll have your mind blown by  
 Reliv scientists and the possibilities  
 of the epigenetic revolution.

6 >    Your hand will cramp from all the  
 note taking, texting and hand  
 shaking you do.

7 >    Your face will hurt from smiling  
 and laughing all weekend long.

8 >    You’ll have no choice but to spring  
 into action with what you learn  
 from Reliv’s top business builders. 

9 >    You’ll have to keep up with all the  
 new business you generate in the  
 days that follow.

10 >  You’ll have to make yet another  
 trip to the bank to deposit your  
 ever-growing Reliv check.

If you’re really interested in taking  
control of your life, then fine, go to  
Conference. If getting the most out of 
every day doesn’t sound exhausting to 
you, then be my guest — punch your 
ticket to St. Louis. Just don’t say we 
didn’t warn you when your end up on 
stage telling your success story at every 
Reliv conference for years to come.

              relivinternationalconference.com

19
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A
with Chairman & CEO  
ROBERT L. MONTGOMERY

As company founder, Robert L.  
Montgomery has been at the helm  
of Reliv since the very beginning.  

We sat down with Bob to discuss 
what’s happening at Reliv right  
now and what we can expect to  

see in the years to come.

RELIV’S THEME IN 2015 IS “THE POWER OF YOU.” 
WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S SO IMPORTANT FOR 
PEOPLE TO TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR OWN LIVES?

Personal freedom. That’s really what we’re all working 
toward, isn’t it? Either you can make the choices you want 
to make in life or you can have someone else make those 
choices for you. I sure know which way I prefer.  

IN WHAT WAYS CAN RELIV HELP PEOPLE ACHIEVE 
PERSONAL FREEDOM?

It all starts with our compensation plan and the rewards 
that come with it. As you work your business and tell more 
and more people about Reliv, you build an organization. As 
you build an organization and help others do the same, your 
monthly check grows. And once you start that process, there 
truly is no limit to where you can take it.

You get to decide what you want Reliv to mean for you —  
an extra $500 a month to help make ends meet or a million-
aire lifestyle. The beauty is that the work you do today will 
continue to generate income in the months and years ahead. 
You build it once; you get paid for a lifetime. And every 
person reading this interview — every single one of you — 
already has the power within you to succeed with Reliv. 

RELIV RECENTLY LAUNCHED MOBILE-READY 
PERSONAL WEBSITES. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR 
RELIV TO CONTINUE TO UPDATE OUR TECHNOLOGY 
AND INNOVATE IN THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS?

When we started Reliv in 1988, no one knew what the  
internet even was. Now entire industries have developed 
around it and it’s an integral part of our lives. And that’s just 
one example. The world is always changing, and as new tech-
nologies are developed, change happens faster and faster. 

We have to adapt and innovate to stay ahead of the 
curve. The personal websites are just the latest example  
of that. Reliv is committed to providing the tools and  
technology our Distributors need to succeed in today’s  
marketplace — and tomorrow’s. And that’s not to mention 
the groundbreaking work in nutrition being conducted  
by [Reliv Vice Chairman and Chief Scientific Officer]  
Dr. Carl Hastings and his team.

Yet as things continue to change, one thing will always remain 
the same: This is a people business. Teddy Roosevelt said, 
“The most important single ingredient in the formula of  
success is knowing how to get along with people.” I couldn’t 
agree more. Your new website isn’t going to do you any good if 
you don’t first connect with new people and send them there.  

Q

Q

Q
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RELIV IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING THE TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY OUR  
DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO SUCCEED IN TODAY’S MARKETPLACE — AND TOMORROW’S. 

THE UPCOMING CONFERENCE IN  
ST. LOUIS WILL BE YOUR 27TH  
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. WHAT 
IS IT ABOUT CONFERENCE THAT STILL 
GETS YOU EXCITED TO BE THERE?

Conference never fails to re-charge me — and 
everyone else who attends. Leaders go to  
conference, so it is full of people who have caught 
the Reliv vision for themselves and are ready to 
take charge of their lives. That creates an energy  
that’s contagious!

Plus, I get to meet new people and catch up with 
old friends. We celebrate success all weekend long, 
and there’s nothing better than seeing people you 
know do well. 

This year we’re having a party on Saturday night 
right here at HQ. I look forward to welcoming 
all our Distributors and celebrating with them 
at their Reliv home away from home.  
 

IF YOU HAD ONLY ONE PIECE OF  
ADVICE TO GIVE TO EVERY RELIV  
DISTRIBUTOR, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

Get out of the way. Your #1 job is to introduce  
people to Reliv. That’s really the most important 
thing you do. After that, once you set them up in 
their businesses, it is their own dreams and  
their own motivations that will determine their 
success. Sure, you’ll still mentor them when they 
need it and provide encouragement and advice, 
but inspiring people to take action on their own 
and learn from their own mistakes is what  
creates leaders. 

One of the quotes I refer to most often comes  
from Zig Ziglar: “You can have everything in life  
you want, if you will just help enough other people 
get what they want.” So ask yourself: Have you 
helped enough people yet? Who gets to hear 
about Reliv today? 

Q Q

Q WHAT CAN WE EXPECT TO SEE  
FROM OUR NEXT GENERATION OF  
CORPORATE LEADERS IN THE YEARS  
TO COME?

This is an extremely talented group of executives led 
by Ryan and Scott [Montgomery]. And the support 
team they have working with them at all levels of the 
company is the best we’ve ever had. When you walk 
around HQ at conference, be sure to ask the staff you 
meet what they do at Reliv and how long they’ve 
been doing it. The level of commitment, experience 
and expertise in this building is astounding!

If you’ve been around the last couple years, you’ve 
already seen what our current leadership team has 
accomplished in that short time. They have both 
the corporate staff and the Distributor field aligned 
better than ever around common goals and our plan 
to achieve them. I’m confident we’ll be seeing big 
things happen at Reliv in the near future.
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Nature and Nurture
Everyone has genetic predispositions, those things that “run in 
the family.” For many this is a list of conditions such as obesity, 
heart disease, diabetes and arthritis. Sound familiar? Epigenetics 
brings a positive perspective to the fear and uncertainty that 
comes from checking all those boxes on a health history form. 
We now know that healthy lifestyle choices have the power to 
influence and even override our faulty genetic codes. 

Families pass on both DNA and lifestyle habits that serve as 
epigenetic signals to that DNA. Nutritional choices, exercise, 
stress management and environmental exposures all  
influence whether genes get turned on or remain silent. While 
epigenetic marks are reversible (e.g. activated genes can be 
deactivated), healthy habits that start early in life can prevent 
negative genes from ever being activated in the first place.

The Earlier, the Better
Child development experts and medical professionals agree 
that healthy lifestyle habits are learned behaviors most  
strongly influenced by the family. Researchers also concur  
that nutritional habits established in infancy and childhood  
set the stage for a lifetime of dietary patterns. 

A recent CDC report, for example, highlights the importance 
of eating practices in the first year of life. When children drink 
sugar-sweetened beverages during the first 12 months, this 
doubles the odds they will drink those beverages at age six. 
And limited fruit and vegetable consumption in the first year 
leads to limited fruits and vegetables at age six.

Making Health a Family Priority
Dietary preferences aren’t the only behaviors from home that 
carry over into adulthood with lingering epigenetic effects. 
Stress management, sleep patterns and exercise are all influ-
enced by family culture. 

Work, social activities, media and electronics compete for time 
that could be spent planning and preparing meals, engaging 
in physical activity or getting sufficient rest. Parents today work 
an average of three hours more per week than they did in the 
1960s. That can mean the difference between home-cooked 
meals and visits to the drive-thru. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics report, titled “Children, 
Adolescents, Obesity and the Media,” states: “American society 
couldn’t do a worse job at the moment of keeping children fit 
and healthy — too much TV, too many food ads, not enough 
exercise and not enough sleep.” 

epigenetics:
all in the family

Create a new family health history  
with good habits to last a lifetime
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epigenetics:
all in the family

by Tina Van Horn, Director of Research 
and Business Development at SL 
Technology, Inc., a Reliv Company 

      Family Health Tips
Raising healthy kids today can feel like climbing Mt. Everest. But it can be 
done! It all starts when you embrace health as a family. 

Be a good role model. You don’t have to be perfect, but if kids see you 
trying to eat right and exercise, they will take notice. 

Get the family moving together. Take walks, ride bikes, go swimming, 
garden or just play hide-and-seek outside. Everyone will benefit from 
the exercise and time together.

Limit TV, video games and computer time. These habits encourage  
a sedentary lifestyle and contribute to excessive snacking.

Encourage physical activities that they enjoy. Let your child  
experience different activities. Be creative and incorporate exercise  
into everyday situations.

Pick truly rewarding rewards. Resist the urge to reward kids with TV, 
video games, candy or snacks. 

Make dinnertime a family time. Get your kids involved in cooking  
and planning meals. No TV or portable media devices during dinner 
(that includes YOUR phone).

Make a game of reading food labels. The whole family will become 
more conscious of what they eat — a habit that can change behavior 
for a lifetime.

Make healthy food choices easy. Save countertops, front-of-fridge 
and lower shelves for fruits, vegetables and healthy snacks. Provide a 
variety of choices. You might be surprised at what they like!

Limit sugary beverages. Beware of sugar-laden drinks marketed as 
juice beverages. Check the ingredient labels and serving sizes.

Stay involved. Be an advocate for healthier children. Insist on good 
food choices at school and other social settings.

Healthy families don’t happen overnight, so set realistic goals when adopting 
new behaviors. Pick one strategy and allow time for kids to adjust. Small steps 
and gradual changes can make a big difference in your health over time and in 
the health of your kids over their lifetime!

Top 10

Give Your Kids a Healthy Head Start
Optimal nutrition promotes healthy growth, cognitive development and 
strong immunity during childhood — and reduces the risk of health prob-
lems later in life. Reliv Now® for Kids with LunaRich® is specially formulated to 
provide the vitamins, minerals and micronutrients growing bodies need to 
thrive, plus advanced ingredients for added benefits. reliv.com/nowforkids
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10 Attributes  
of a Great Leader
by Ambassador Mair Hill

Anyone can be a leader. 
We lead every day 
whether we’re aware 
of it or not. You lead a 
child across the street. 
You lead a discussion at 
work, at school or at the 
dinner table. You lead a 
healthy life. The qualities 
of a great leader are the 
same qualities that make 
a great human being. 
Honing your leadership 
skills requires desire, 
awareness and practic-
ing the attributes listed 
here. Whether your goal 
is to lead a few people or 
thousands, this is a great 
place to start!

Mair Hill is an Ambassador with Reliv. 
She graduated cum laude from Colby 
College, ran her own multi-million  
dollar sales agency for 17 years and 
has since formally studied develop-
ment/fundraising and nutrition. She  
is a professional speaker, personal  
development coach, author and 
blogger. Mair recently published her 
first book, A GOOD PLAN: Ten Simple 
Steps to Make Healthy Choices a 
Habit, to inspire more people to start 
taking better care of their bodies. Mair 
is proudest of her role as Mom to three 
amazing boys and has been beautifully 
married for 31 years. www.mairhill.com

24
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Attributes  
of a Great Leader
by Ambassador Mair Hill

Leaders Practice Kindness
There’s never a reason to be mean. Ever. Period. A 
true leader avoids gossip and treats everyone with 
the same respect whether talking with the busboy 
or the CEO of a Fortune 100 company.

Leaders Listen
We are equipped with two ears and one mouth; 
a good reminder to listen twice as much as we 
speak. To listen effectively is to be fully present, 
rather than ten steps ahead, planning what you 
will say next. The most effective leaders listen so 
intently that the person speaking feels like he or 
she is the most important person in the world.

Leaders are Honest in All Things
Be honest not only with others, but also with 
yourself. Authenticity is important as a leader. Your 
reputation is built on a foundation of integrity and 
will crumble quickly without it.

Leaders Keep Their Word
Do what you say you are going to do. A leader  
sees the big picture, doesn’t make promises  
he or she can’t keep. If you promise more than  
you can deliver, be the first one to admit your  
mistake and offer an alternative plan of action.

Leaders Exude Confidence
When you aim to live authentically with kindness and 
integrity, it’s easier to sit up a little straighter and stand 
a little taller. Confidence comes with taking decisive 
action for the highest good of all concerned.

Leaders Practice Humility
Leaders are smart enough to know what they don’t 
know. They aim to surround themselves with  
people who are even smarter than they are because 
they know that two minds are better than one.

Leaders Empower Others
A true leader fades to the background and lets 
others shine; not out of shyness, but in order to lift 
up others. Being around a true leader is a positive 
experience, because you feel encouraged to be 
your best self.

Leaders Know Communication is Key
Leaders are adept at communicating clearly and 
concisely and fostering an environment where  
asking questions is encouraged.

Leaders Offer Constructive Feedback
A leader is willing to offer feedback when neces-
sary and believes that it is best to praise in public 
and criticize in private. A real leader never belittles 
or embarrasses others.

Leaders Walk the Talk
The most effective leader is one who leads with 
their own actions. John Quincy Adams said, “If your 
actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, 
do more and become more, you are a leader.” No 
matter your title or position, others will follow your 
example if it is a good one.

Reliv Book Club
by Senior Vice  

President of US Sales  
Don Gibbons
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   10

Book: Lead the Field (available as an audio program)

Author: Earl Nightingale

What is the main lesson you learned from this book? The one thing you are in control of every 
day is your attitude. The attitude you have will be reflected back at you by the people you are  
interacting with. First thing every day, set your attitude.

This book is an ideal pick for: Who should listen to or read this book? Only someone who seeks 
improvement.

A quote that stood out to me: “You become what you think about.”

Why reading matters: When it comes to books affecting what you do in life, everyone is  
different. What may connect with one person can do a complete fly-by on another. I find that in 
reading a new business book, if I can learn one or two things that may help me move in a positive, 
forward direction, then the reading was worth the effort.

25
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Sri Lanka was hit by a tsunami, 
one of the worst disasters in that 

nation’s history. Tens of thousands 
died and countless were left 

homeless. Within 24 hours, Reliv 
Distributors Ian and Margaret 
Richardson of the Sarah John 

Foundation set up feeding centers 
distributing Reliv products.

Hurricane Katrina hit, one of the 
five deadliest hurricanes and the 
costliest natural disaster in U.S. 
history. Reliv Distributors and 
employees banded together with 
the company to raise $125,000 for 
the American Red Cross.

The first Walk for the Mission 
raised over $180,000, 

enabling the RKF to complete 
our first feeding center/school 

for impoverished children in 
Cavite City, Philippines.

The RKF reached $1 million in 
annual Distributor donations 
for the first time, providing 
funds to increase the number 
of children fed by 38%.

DECEMBER 2004

AUGUST 2005

AUGUST 2007

DECEMBER 2007

Dear Distributors:
I can best express my feelings about the last 20 years of the 
Reliv Kalogris Foundation in just two words: “THANK YOU!” 
The RKF’s 20th Anniversary this year is a celebration of the  
life-changing work made possible by your generosity.

I take great pride in what you’ve allowed us to accomplish over 
the past two decades:

•  $42+ million in product to individuals and organizations  
 in need
•  250+ feeding programs
•  9 countries of operation
•  Now feeding 40,000+ people — mostly children — every day

This year’s International Conference on August 6-8 in St. Louis 
will feature a special segment to mark this anniversary milestone 
for the RKF. I encourage you to come to conference and be a 
part of it. It will also give me the chance to thank you in person.

The world needs the optimal nutrition Reliv provides.  
We appreciate all you do to help us meet that need. 

Together, we will Nourish Our World.

R. Scott Montgomery
Chairman, Reliv Kalogris Foundation

20
RELIV 
KALOGRIS  
FOUNDATION 
TURNS
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First building project  
completed in Liberale, Haiti

A deadly earthquake in Haiti 
affected as many as 3.5  
million Haitians with an  

estimated 230,000 deaths, 23% 
of schools destroyed and  

countless displaced people 
who had already been living in 
extreme poverty. A relief drive 

raised $80,000 to build the RKF 
Children’s Home in Petite-Anse.

The RKF completed a nationwide  
registration program, opening up  
donations to people and organizations  
outside our Distributor force.

The Foundation received the 
Communitas Award for the 

work of the RKF Children’s 
Home in Haiti.

Super Typhoon Haiyan, one of the 
biggest storms in history, hit central 
Philippines. The RKF sent $576,000 in 
nutritional products and $25,000 raised 
by Reliv Distributors, which provided 
funds for rebuilding damaged homes 
of Philippine Distributors personally 
affected as well as community buildings 
associated with RKF feeding programs.

The “Be the Change” Challenge 
raised more than $50,000 in  
support of the Foundation.

      MAY 2008

JANUARY 2010

JANUARY 2011

MAY 2012

NOVEMBER 2013

JANUARY 2014

The RKF partnered with Convoy 
of Hope to provide water filters 
for all feeding programs in Haiti, 
home to the worst water in the 
world according to the World 
Health Organization.

MARCH 2009

This timeline includes some of the most noteworthy achievements of the Reliv Kalogris Foundation, but it is what 
the RKF provides every day through feeding programs around the world that is our biggest accomplishment.
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Name: Ruth Davis

Hometown: Norton, OH

Gigs: Reliv 

Reliv Regimen: Reliv Now®, LunaRich X™

A New Dream: When I decided to give Reliv 
a try, I never dreamed it would be possible to 
do the things I am doing now with my busi-
ness. My Reliv sponsor gave me great advice: 
“If you are focused on just helping people, 
business success will come.”

Sharing Success: I lost weight and I am 
maintaining that weight loss. It’s particularly 
amazing because I have an underactive  
thyroid. My own success has made me very 
keen and more passionate about sensing  
others’ needs. 

Amazingly Simple: It amazes me that we 
can make as much money as we do. We 
always ask ourselves, “How are we going to 
get to $2,000 this month? ” Then we do it. I am 
going to keep helping people wherever I go.

Name: Joyce Fung-Yee

Hometown: San Ramon, CA

Gigs: ballerina, philanthropist, mom, Reliv 

Reliv Regimen: Reliv Classic®, Innergize!®, 
FibRestore®, LunaRich X

Feeling Depleted: As an infant, my son  
battled health issues that left his immune 
system weak. Our family was stressed and 
exhausted. Exercise and eating right wasn’t 
enough. When my son was seven we  
discovered Reliv, the answer to our prayers.

A New Possibility: I had always dreamed  
of being an entrepreneur who helped  
others achieve their dreams at the same time. 
I knew Reliv was the place for me when I  
met the heart of the company, the Reliv 
Kalogris Foundation.

Empowered: With my Reliv business, I am 
the CEO, CFO, COO and the HR director rolled 
into one. But I am not alone. I’m building a 
solid business because of my support team 
and this phenomenal Reliv community. 
Entrepreneuring has never been so fun  
or exciting!

Name: Margaret Kealy

Hometown: From Chicago, IL, now in  
San Jose, CA 

Gigs: 2nd LT., USAF

Reliv Regimen: ProVantage®, Innergize!, 
Slimplicity®, LunaRich X

Healthy Upbringing: I started using Reliv 
products around first grade. I am 22 years 
old and an officer in the military, so staying 
healthy is very important to me.

A Good Habit: I remember my mom meet-
ing a woman at our house to discuss Reliv 
when I was just a kid. After that, with all the 
products we had at the house, Reliv became 
a habit. When I left for college, I brought Reliv 
products with me.

Real Results: With the help of Reliv, I have 
been able to lose 1.5 inches from my waist 
and achieve a personal best of 135 lbs flat 
bench press! I feel and look better than ever, 
and I love the challenge of each day at the 
gym. Reliv is the glue which holds my health 
regimen together.

Name: Dawn Anderson 

Hometown: Round Lake Beach, IL

Gigs: Reliv 

Reliv Regimen: Reliv Now, LunaRich X, 
ReversAge®, Innergize!, ProVantage

Foggy Territory: For most of my life, I have 
experienced low energy, sleep issues, poor 
memory and brain fog.  

Seeing the Light: After taking Reliv, my ener-
gy levels increased. Then my brain fog started 
to lift, and I have been sleeping through the 
night. I was amazed! My body embraced the 
nutrition that other supplements promised, 
but could not deliver.

On the Other Side: I have been taking Reliv 
for only a handful of months but feel better 
than I have in years! I had so much energy in 
January that I set a goal to become student 
of the month at my gym. I did 35 hard core 
classes in 30 days and made my goal!  
Thank you, Reliv! 

mystory

The statements contained in this material have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The personal 
testimonials shared reflect individual experiences of Independent Reliv Distributors and are not necessarily typical of the 
results you may obtain. Reliv products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.  
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As with any independent business, success as a Reliv Distributor 
requires a significant amount of hard work and dedication. The 
individuals featured in this material offer a glimpse into the 
lifestyle and economic benefits they are enjoying through the 
Reliv opportunity as a result of their own skills and personal 
effort. These stories are examples only and are not intended as 
averages or guarantees. 

mystory
Name: Ryan Parr 

Hometown: Kansas City, MO

Gigs: non-profit,  
sports medicine store, Reliv 

Reliv Regimen: Reliv Now, Innergize!, 
ProVantage, 24K®

Staying Active: I like to stay active. In 
college, I played basketball, football, track, 
tennis, and I was a nationally competitive 
cheerleader. Now in my early 30s, I still play 
sports and compete in adventure running, 
5Ks and half marathons.

Scientific Solution: I lost hope in supple-
menting. I decided to increase my fruits 
and veggies instead. When someone told 
me about Reliv, I was very skeptical. I asked 
a lot of questions and was impressed by 
the scientific answers. After taking Reliv, I 
started feeling better about a month later. 
It boosted my immune system, and my 
energy levels are sky high. 

Athletic Boost: Reliv has cut my recovery 
time by a third. Performance-wise, I am 
faster, stronger and lighter than ever. I am 
way more efficient now. I wish I would 
have found Reliv sooner!

Name: Steve Sullivan

Hometown: Pocatello, Idaho 

Gigs: musician, professional cyclist, Reliv

Reliv Regimen: Reliv Classic, Innergize!, 
LunaRich X

Lucky Call: As a pro-level cyclist in 1994, I 
heard about Reliv completely by accident. 
Someone had called to talk to my room-
mate, but I got the Reliv message instead! 

Bike Companion: Reliv has long been  
a part of my cycling regimen and the  
optimal nutrition has gotten me through 
injury and illness — and I’m sure helped 
with a lot of other things that I’ll never 
need to worry about.

Forever Young: I’m in my mid-50s and 
play like I’m in my mid-20s. I hit the ground 
hard, tweak body parts, climb high moun-
tains and ride my bike fast for a long time. 
How can I do all this? Reliv, baby! Nothing 
hurts and everything works thanks to Reliv.

 

Name: Claudia Grubbs

Home: St. Louis, Missouri

Gigs: US/Hispanic Coordinator at Reliv 

Reliv Regimen: Arthaffect®, Innergize, 
Reversage, 24K, LunaRich X,  
Slimplicity, Provantage

On the Run: Running has always been 
part of my life. When I came to Reliv 
seven years ago, I started on the  
products and saw performance results 
right away. Reliv fueled my first  
marathon and inspired me to add  
yoga to my regimen.

A Stumble, Not a Fall: Going to yoga 
class last winter, I slipped on ice and 
broke my sacrum. The only way to heal 
was rest. For eight weeks I couldn’t run. 
Dr. Carl Hastings advised me to take 
more LunaRich X. A few weeks later my 
doctor was amazed at how quickly I 
bounced back.

I am Reliv: I am happy Reliv is in my 
life. I love helping our Distributors grow 
their businesses and I love the corpo-
rate team I get to work with every day. 
Reliv nutrition helps me stay healthy, 
motivated and full of positive energy — 
that’s priceless!

We want to hear it!  
Send us your Reliv health  

or business success story 

and, if we feature it in 

Lifestyle magazine, we’ll 

send you a Reliv t-shirt! 

Submit your story today: 

sharemystory@relivinc.com

what’s   your 
     story?

RELIVH
Q
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engage!

View and share this issue of Lifestyle 
online: reliv.com/lifestyle

Reliv’s updated Engage! webinars give you the chance to participate in LIVE discussions about 
your Reliv business. On the first Monday of every month at noon CT, host Don Gibbons  
provides tips to help you build a bigger check that month — and all the months that follow.  
Stay tuned for updates and visit reliv.com/engage to learn more.

‘This book is awesome!’

I set up an appointment at the house of a couple I had told about Reliv. The plan 
was to walk them through the Opportunity Presentation on their computer.  
When I got there, I saw the Comcast van out front — their internet service was out!

Fortunately I came prepared with plan B. I had tuned in to that week’s Engage!  
webinar and learned about the new Opportunity Presentation Book.  
Don Gibbons showed us the book’s features and how to add a QR reader to  
our phones to scan the book’s QR codes. 

So I gave my presentation using the book. When I got to the pages on LunaRich® 
and epigenetics, I scanned the QR code with my phone and showed them the 
“Blueman” video. When talking about the opportunity, I scanned the code there and 
showed them the video about building an income-producing asset. And best of 
all, when they said they wanted to get started with Reliv, I scanned the code on the 
back of the book and linked immediately to the online Distributor application.  
They signed up and placed an order on the spot!

This book is awesome!    

— Senior Director Louise Kohl, Poulsbo, WA

Reliv Has a Message for You
Text messages are a convenient way to stay on top of what’s happening at Reliv. 
Sign up today and we’ll keep you posted — about once a week — on big news, 
events, deadlines and more. Here’s how:

1 > Text RELIVUS to 55000
2 > Check for a text from us and follow the instructions

Engage! webinar  
at noon today!
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Unlock your inner entrepreneur.
 
 
                                                don’t just live. reliv.
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Reliv International, Inc.
PO Box 405
Chesterfield, MO
63006-0405  
800 RELIV US (735.4887)
reliv.com

FSC LOGO
horizontal white

connect with us!

23001507

We’re throwing a party at Reliv HQ and you’re invited — don’t forget to bring friends!

Reliv International Conference
August 6-8, 2015

St. Louis, Missouri

Three days of business-building excitement capped off by a Saturday Night  
Celebration at the home of Reliv. Ready to achieve Reliv success?  

This is the weekend you’ve been waiting for! 

Register today: relivinternationalconference.com 

welcome home!


